Skills that are sure the thrill!

Elaine Harmon/Linda Boltersdorf - West Gate k-8

Come see the games and activities that our students ask to do every year! Games and activities can be modified to meet the needs of all grade levels including students with disabilities. We will also show you how to incorporate classroom concepts into your lessons.

*MOUSE HOUSE*: rolling activity that is what we call a "win it in a minute" type game. Students take turn rolling balls into the mouse house. The first three teams that get it in win. Next round only two teams win, and the final round only one team wins.

*Task Cards*: we will show various ways to assess students using different types of task cards. Great ideas for large groups and groups that you see more than once a week.

*I SPY*: this is a great game that can be used at any time inside or out. Students try to find the hidden object under the cones while incorporating cardiovascular fitness.

*Thrash Can*: great game for Earth Day. This is a game used to practice the overhand throw and is well suited for students with special needs.

*Soccer Mania*: using two circles, students try to get the balls out of the circle while the other circle is trying to get the balls into the circle. Outer players are practicing the soccer throw in during this fast pace aerobic game.

*Challenges*: these are great lead-up activities we use in all grade levels to introduce students to various skills and works great with large groups.

*Rainy day Games & Activities*: We will show you some easy games/activities for small areas with large classes on rainy days.